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Abstract: Finger Texture (FT) is currently attracting significant attentions in the area of human recognition. Finger texture covers
the area between the lower knuckle of the finger and the upper phalanx before the fingerprint. It involves rich features which can
be efficiently used as a biometric characteristic. In this paper, we contribute to this growing area by proposing a new verifica-
tion approach, i.e., Deep Finger Texture Learning (DFTL). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that deep learning is
employed for recognizing people by using the FT characteristic. Four databases have been used to evaluate the proposed method:
the Hong Kong Polytechnic University Contact-free 3D/2D (PolyU2D), Indian Institute of Technology Delhi (IITD), CASIA Blue
spectral (CASIA-BLU) corresponding to spectral 460nm and CASIA White spectral (CASIA-WHT) from the CASIA Multi-Spectral
images database. The obtained results have shown superior performance compared with recent literature. The Verification Accu-
racies (VAs) have attained 100%, 98.65%, 100% and 98% for the four databases of PolyU2D, IITD, CASIA-BLU and CASIA-WHT,
respectively.

1 Introduction

In recent years, different finger patterns have been investigated in
the area of person recognition. Examples include finger geome-
try [1], finger vein [2], finger outer knuckle [3] and finger texture
(FT) [4][5]. Using FTs of four or five fingers in terms of individual
verification has been confirmed to be valuable [6][7][8].

Fundamentally, the FT is located between the upper phalanx
(directly under the fingerprint) and the lower knuckle (the base of the
finger). It comprises three phalanxes and three knuckles on the inner
surface of a little, ring, middle or index finger, and two phalanxes
and two knuckles on the inner surface of a thumb. Thus, it involves
different qualified patterns. The main FT positions in a hand image
are given in Fig. 1 whereas the main FT parts in a middle finger and
thumb are given in Figs. 2 and 3.
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Fig. 1: The main FT locations in the five fingers (little, ring, middle,
index and thumb)
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Fig. 2: Main FT parts in a middle finger (two phalanxes and two
knuckles)
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Fig. 3: Main FT parts in a thumb (three phalanxes and three
knuckles)

The FT patterns are unique and reliable between people (even
between identical twins). It generally includes visible principal lines
and wrinkles [9]. A low resolution or an inexpensive acquisition
device can be used to collect FT images [10]. All FT patterns have
natural protection as they are positioned inside the fist [8]. It has
advantage over the fingerprint as it contains more features.

FT is recently employed for person recognition. It was used to
identify individuals as in [11][12] and to verify individuals as in
[13][8].

The aim of this paper is to enhance the human verification accu-
racy and performance by introducing a novel approach termed the
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Deep Finger Texture Learning (DFTL). The main contribution of
this paper is to apply the deep learning technique with the biomet-
ric finger texture for verifying people faster and more accurately.
This work overcomes main FT verification drawbacks observed in
recent studies. These drawbacks include applying multiple process-
ing stages, employing big neural network architectures, using large
memory sizes and exploiting all the fingers to achieve the best
performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
the related prior work. Section 3 explains the methodology of the
work. Section 4 discusses the results. Finally, Section 5 concludes
the paper.

2 Related Work

The idea of exploiting the FT as a biometric characteristic started in
2005, where Ribaric and Fratric fused the FTs of five fingers with
the palmprint for individual identification [11]. In 2007, Ferrer et al.
[14] proposed a low cost fusion system between the palmprint, hand
geometry and FTs of four fingers (little, ring, middle and index).
In 2009, Pavesic et al. combined the FTs of the four fingers with
their fingerprints to establish a comparison study of different feature
extraction methods [12]. In 2010, Michael et al. [10, 15] described a
recognition system by fusing the FTs of fingers with the palm print
in the case of verification. Five fingers were used in [10], whilst, the
thumb was excluded in [15]. In 2011, Kanhangad et al. also utilized
the FTs as a part of their study, where the FTs were fused with dif-
ferent hand characteristics to enhance the recognition [13]. In 2014,
Bhaskar and Veluchamy described a multiple biometric system using
a combination of palmprint features and FTs features [9]. This study
did not mention the number of employed fingers.

Table 1 A summary of related FT characteristic studies

Reference Year Employed Objects No. of
Utilized
Fingers

Ribaric and Fratric [11] 2005 FTs and 5
palmprint

Ferrer et al. [14] 2007 FTs, 4
palmprint and
hand geometry

Pavesic et al. [12] 2009 FTs and 4
fingerprints

Michael et al. [10] 2010 FTs and 5
palmprint

Michael et al. [15] 2010 FTs and 4
palmprint

Kanhangad et al. [13] 2011 FTs, 2D palmprint, 4
2D hand geometry,
3D palmprint and
3D hand geometry

Bhaskar and Veluchamy [9] 2014 FTs and —
palmprint

Al-Nima et al. [8] 2015 Four FTs 4

Al-Nima et al. [6] 2017 Five FTs 5

Al-Nima et al. [4] 2017 Five FTs 5

In 2015, Al-Nima et al. investigated employing the full FT regions
of four fingers to enhance the verification performance. Concatena-
tions between extracted FT features with Probabilistic Neural Net-
works (PNNs) were applied to confirm the outcome [8]. The main
regions of the FTs for the four fingers were specified in that work.
More recently, Al-Nima et al. expanded the FT study by providing
a robust finger segmentation approach, enhancing a feature extrac-
tion method and introducing a novel approach to salvage the missing
FT features [5]. They also proposed another finger segmentation
approach to collect the finger images from different hand postures
and consequently extracted the Region of Interests (ROIs) of the
five FTs [6]. In 2017, Al-Nima et al. explained a new FT feature
extraction method called the Multi-scale Sobel Angles Local Binary
Pattern (MSALBP) and described an innovation classifier named
the Finger Contribution Fusion Neural Network (FCFNN) in terms
of person verification [4]. A summary of related FT characteristic
studies are given in Table 1.

It can be investigated from the prior FT studies that the deep
learning has not been applied to this phenomenon. In addition, previ-
ous FT characteristic publications had multiple processes for person
recognition. In particular, best FT feature extraction methods usually
consist of different stages of first analysing the vertical and horizon-
tal patterns, and then extracting the features from the resulted values
as in [5][4][6]. Data arrangements are always performed to justify
the variances between different sample information, for example,
applying data windowing and statistical computations [8][7]. The
determined classifier is commonly selected under the requirements
of managing and fusing various data, for instance, combining the
FT features of four or five fingers as in [12][13][5][4]. Therefore,
adopted classifiers usually have big architectures.

This study can reduce the number of operations and enhance the
FT performance human verification.

3 Methodology

It is usually the case that five times as many FT images can be
obtained from hand images. This would mostly result in a large num-
ber of FT images, which needs a powerful technique that can process
huge databases or datasets. Deep learning is one of such techniques
and we will show how it works in our setting as the Deep Finger
Texture Learning (DFTL).

As an overview of the process, the main architecture of DFTL
is given in Fig. 4. Unlike the convolutional neural network
[16][17][18], the layers do not need to be repeated. For instance,
there should be only one convolution layer and one ReLU layer, etc.
This is because the FT patterns have simple descriptions of hor-
izontal and vertical patterns. As a result, it greatly simplifies the
algorithm and boost the performance.

In the following, we will explain each layer in details.

3.1 Finger Segmentation and FT Region Extraction

The DFTL structure starts from the finger segmentation. This has
been achieved by applying the finger segmentation method in [5].
After that, extracting the ROI of the FT has been performed. A use-
ful method is utilized based on the Adaptive Inner Rectangle (AIR).
This method has been reported in [13], where an adaptive inner rect-
angle was applied to extract the ROI for just the four fingers (index,
middle, ring and little). However, in this publication the lower or
third inner knuckle was not considered and thus important features
of the FTs are avoided. This knuckle contains important textures
according to [8]. A further modified model for the adaptive ROI
rectangle is applied here, where more features can be collected for
each finger from the ROI areas. All the five fingers including the
thumb are considered. After specifying the ROIs, a fixed resize has
been applied to each finger image in order to normalize them into
fixed sized vectors. The normalization resize is considered equal to
30× 150 following [4–7]. Each FT image is resized to 30× 150
pixels as this size can provide fair comparisons with prior studies. In
addition, this size was examined and found to be appropriate in [5].
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Fig. 4: The proposed architecture of the DFTL, it only exploits main deep learning layers

3.2 Convolution Layer

One convolution layer is used. Empirically, this has been found to be
sufficient, because the FTs consist of simple patterns. In this layer,
the FT input image X will be transformed into feature maps. The
feature map is denoted as a convolution with a kernel weights of a
channel number C, which is here equal to 1 as we are using one
channel of grayscale FT images. In general, this kernel has a size of
kh × kw × C followed by the addition of bias. Note that kh and kw
represent the height and width of the kernel weights, respectively.
Let W cl

i,j,cl−1 be the components of the kernel weights, Bcl repre-
sents the channel bias of the convolution layer, l − 1 represents the
previous layer (input layer here) and l represents the current layer.
The value zu,v,cl of an assigned pixel at (u, v) in channel cl of the
layer l is given by:

zu,v,cl = Bcl +

kl
h∑

i=−kl
h

kl
w∑

j=−kl
w

Cl−1∑
cl−1=1

W cl

i+kl
h
,j+kl

w,cl−1zu+i,v+j,cl−1

(1)

where zu,v,cl represents the outcome of a convolution layer node,
klh = (kh − 1)/2 and klw = (kw − 1)/2 [19].

3.3 ReLU Layer

Subsequently, a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function is
applied in this layer. This layer has an advantage of providing non-
linear computations to the DFTL. It removes the negative values and
preserves the positive values from the feature maps. Equation (2) is
utilized to perform the ReLU activation function:

ou,v,cl = f(zu,v,cl) = max(0, zu,v,cl) (2)

where ou,v,cl represents the outcome of a ReLU layer node and max
represents the maximum operation [20].

3.4 Pooling Layer

Hereafter, a pooling layer is employed. The pooling layer played
an essential role in reducing the feature maps of the FT features.
It collected the maximum values of the feature maps from the pre-
vious layer, which is the ReLU layer. In other words, it reduced the

extracted features sizes of the FT and preserved the maximum values
of these features. In general, the pooling layer can be implemented
according to the following equation:

qal,bl,c = max
0≤a<ph,0≤b<pw

oal×ph+a, bl×pw+b, c (3)

where qal,bl,c represents the outcome of a pooling layer node, 0 ≤
al < plh, plh represents the height of the pooled feature map, 0 ≤
bl < plw , plw represents the width of the pooled feature map, 0 ≤
c < Cl = Cl−1, ph and pw respectively represent the height and
width of the feature map subregions that need to be pooled [21].

3.5 Fully Connected Layer

Now, fully connected layer is applied to map between the pooling
layer and the required number of recognizing subjects. Equation (4)
simulates the operation of the fully connected layer. The produced
feature maps in layer l − 1 are interpreted as ml−1

1 ×ml−1
2 ×

ml−1
3 dimensional vectors as follows:

gr =

ml−1
1∑

a=1

ml−1
2∑

b=1

ml−1
3∑

c=1

W l
a,b,c,r(Qc)a,b , ∀1 ≤ r ≤ ml (4)

where gr represents the outcome of a fully connected layer node,
ml−1

1 and ml−1
2 represent the height and width of a feature map

in the previous layer respectively, ml−1
3 represents the number of

generated feature maps in the previous layer, W l
a,b,c,r represents

the connection weights between the pooling layer and the fully con-
nected layer, Qc represents vector(s) of pooling layer outcomes, and
ml represents the number of required recognizing subjects [22].

3.6 Softmax Layer

Consequently, softmax activation function can be used to com-
pute posterior classification probabilities. It utilizes the following
equation:

yr =
exp(gr)∑ml−1

s=1 exp(gs)
(5)

where yr represents the outcome of a softmax layer node [22].
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3.7 Classification Layer

Finally, to achieve the final decision, a classification layer is used.
This layer follows a competitive rule called the winner-takes-all rule.

The operation in this layer can be described in Equation (6):

Dr =

{
1 if yr = max
0 otherwise , r = 1, 2, ..., class (6)

where Dr represents the output decision of a classification layer
node and max represents the extracted maximum yr value [23].

Due to the fact that a multi-class classifier can be utilized for ver-
ifying subjects [8][4], we have adapted the DFTL for the human
verification by using its multi-class outputs of the classification
layer.

4 Results and Discussions

4.1 Descriptions of Employed Databases

Four databases with a large number of contact-less hand images have
been employed in this paper.

1) The Hong Kong Polytechnic University Contact-free 3D/2D
(PolyU2D) Hand Images Database (Version 1.0) [24].

2) The Indian Institute of Technology Delhi (IITD) Palmprint
Image Database (Version 1.0) [25][26].

3) A specific spectral wavelength of 460nm (or blue light) from the
CASIA Multi-Spectral Palmprint image database (Version 1.0) [27].
We will refer to this database by CASIA-BLU.

4) A white spectral (or white light) also from the CASIA Multi-
Spectral Palmprint image database (Version 1.0) [27]. We will refer
to this database by CASIA-WHT.

The first database consists of 8,850 fingers from 1770 very low
resolution hand images. For the second database, a total of 4,440 fin-
ger images involved in 888 high resolution hand images have been
used in this study. The participants of this database were asked to
provide high degrees of hand movements during the capturing step
[25][26]. The third database contains FT features as mentioned in
[28][29]. It has 3,000 fingers included in 600 low resolution hand
images. It is valuable to work with this type of database as it has dif-
ferent FT features than that acquired under the normal light. The
fourth database contains standard FT features as it was collected

Table 2 Summary of the specifications of employed samples
for the four databases

Database Number Number Number Database
of of Right of Resolution

People Hand Fingers According
Images (or FTs) to [5]

PolyU2D 177 1770 8,850 Very low
resolution

IITD 148 888 4,440 High
resolution

CASIA-BLU 100 600 3,000 Low
resolution

CASIA-WHT 100 600 3,000 Low
resolution

under a white light. It has the same number of samples as in CASIA-
BLU. From all the four databases, 2D right hand images are only
used in this work. A summary of the specifications of employed
samples for the four databases is demonstrated in Table 2.

4.2 Practical Experiments

DFTL Inputs & Outputs: The following process has been applied
to all the employed databases: 25 finger images for each person or
subject have been utilized in the training phase following [5][6][4];
the remaining samples have been used in the testing phase. All the
five finger images have been considered in this paper. However, any
finger can confirm the successful verification in the DFTL.

The ROIs of the five-finger images have been extracted accord-
ing to [5][4], where the image resizing is equally normalized to
30× 150 pixels. By employing similar FT normalizations, fair
comparisons can be established.

The output of the DFTL is to generate the verification deci-
sion, where each neuron in the last layer refers to a person. The
number of the output values is equal to the number of the output
neurons and this is equal to the number of utilized subjects. This
means that 177, 148, 100 and 100 output neurons have been assigned
for the PolyU2D, IITD, CASIA-BLU and CASIA-WHT databases,
respectively.

Training DFTL: The suggested DFTL network has been trained for
each set of FTs in each database. The following parameters were
used during the training phase: Stochastic Gradient Descent with
Momentum (SGDM) optimizer, momentum value of 0.9, fixed learn
rate value equal of 0.03, weight decay equal to 0.0001 and mini batch
size equal to 128. Fig. 5 indicates the success of the training phases
for the four databases. It illustrates the relationships between the iter-
ations and the Mini-batches losses, where a mini-batch is defined in
[30] as a training data sub-group and it is used to adjust the weights
after assessing the gradient of the loss function. The loss function is
denoted as the cross entropy loss function, which is the probability
that the network assigns the class r for the eth input P (tr = 1|xe)
[30]. The differences between the curves are due to the differences
between the features of the FTs, where each database has different
specifications as the various number of training samples.

 

Fig. 5: The relationships between the iterations and the mini-batches
losses for the four employed databases during the training phases

DFTL Parameters: Many experiments are applied to select the
appropriate DFTL parameters. Examples of these experiments are:

1) Specifying the appropriate filter size for the convolution layer of
the DFTL. The VAs were evaluated for various filter sizes of ten fil-
ters. In order to avoid the time consuming of learning the DFTL, 50
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epochs were determined in all trainings. Table 3 shows the obtained
VAs by changing the convolution layer filter size.

From this table, it can be investigated that almost all the databases
have confirmed the filter size of 15× 15, which could provide the
best VA values. This is clearly appeared in the IITD, CASIA-BLU
and CASIA-WHT databases. On the other hand, the filter size of
13× 13 has provided the best VA value for the PolyU2D database,
but this size cannot be considered with the other databases especially
the CASIA-BLU. In order to choose the optimal DFTL which can be
applied under any circumstances, the filter size of 15× 15 seems to
be the appropriate selection.

2) Determining the suitable number of filters for the DFTL convo-
lution layer. The VAs were observed after selecting the filter size of
15× 15. Table 4 gives the attained VAs by tuning the number of
filters in the DFTL convolution layer.

From this table, it has been approved that the best number of filters
to be selected is 10. This is because this number of filters achieved
the best VAs in all the used databases. Other number of filters (4,
6 and 8) were almost provided values around the best benchmarked
accuracies. The number of filters which is equal to 8 attained the
same best recorded performances for two databases, the PolyU2D
and IITD. However, this number of filters can not be considered
because it failed to achieve the best values in the CASIA-BLU and
CASIA-WHT databases. So, again the number of filters which is
equal to 10 appears the appropriate choice for the DFTL convolu-
tion layer.

3) Assigning the parameters of the DFTL pooling layer. The pool-
ing type was examined as given in Table 5.

From this table, the verification performances of the maximum
pooling type is obviously better than the performances of the aver-
age pooling type. So, the pooling type has been assigned to the
maximum as this type can maintain the extracted features from the
previous layer. Whereas, pooling average numbers may waste the
high values of FT features by combining them with the low val-
ues according to the average computations. The pooling filter size
with the stride have been determined to 5× 5 pixels and 5 pix-
els, respectively. This is because that the pooling size filters and the
stride parameters are respectively equivalent to the parameters of the
windowing size and non-overlapped partitions in [8][5][6][4]. There-
fore, the same parameter settings have been determined, where they
have been confirmed as the best selected parameters in [23].

So, the filter size with the number of filters in the convolution
layer have been found to be 15× 15 pixels and 10 filters, respec-
tively. In the pooling layer, the pooling type has been assigned to
maximum numbers, where these numbers reserve the extracted fea-
tures by the ReLU function. Here, the pooling size is equal to 5× 5
pixels, this means that this layer returned the maximum values in
the regions of height 5 pixels and width 5 pixels. The stride here is
equal to 5 steps of pixels. So, there is no overlap between the pooled
regions.

VA Values: The number of the successfully verified subjects has
been counted and recorded for various verification methods based
on the FT characteristic. Consequently, the successful rates have
been calculated and benchmarked as VA values. Table 6 highlights a
comparison between the outcomes of the different recognition meth-
ods. It can be observed that each of the prior FT studies used a
feature extraction approach, non-overlapped windowing of 5× 5
pixels, efficient statistical analysis computations called Coefficient
of Variance (COV) and an effective classifier. On the other hand, our
approach has used only one efficient network that can obtain better
performances over other work.

As it can be seen from Table 6 that the VA has been computed
for the verification method in [8] and it attained 98.53%. In that
paper, large ROI sizes of the FTs and only four fingers in each hand
image were applied for the PolyU2D database. Furthermore, a fea-
ture extraction called the IFE was exploited and a multiple classifier

known as the PNN was utilized. The main drawback in this work
is that the suggested IFE still weak in extracting the FT features as
it focused on increasing the contrast between only the top-hat and
bottom-hat values of the FT. This seems not sufficient to analyse the
full FT features.

As suggested in [6], the recognition method has achieved best
VA values of 99.32%, 97.97% and 95% for the PolyU2D, IITD and
CASIA-BLU databases, respectively. The employed feature extrac-
tion was the one that was proposed in [31], which is termed Local
Line Binary Pattern (LLBP). This feature extraction method is based
on analysing the vertical and horizontal patterns, then combining the
resulted values by applying the amplitude equation. The best line
lengths were reported for N=13,15,17 or 19 pixels after examin-
ing the different lengths. The recognition method was employed for
three databases as in [6] and it was cited in the same study that
the most challenging database in terms of finger segmentation is
the IITD as it involves various finger views. The best performances
were obtained by the lengths N=13(and 17), N=13, and N=19 for
the PolyU2D, IIT Delhi and CASIA-BLU databases, respectively.
It appears that the confusion of selecting the appropriate length in
the LLBP is one of the main drawbacks here, because the experi-
mental results were repeated multiple times to cover all the possible
analysing length. Whereas, in our work we focused on establishing
one optimal network that can be applied to different FT databases
(or to FT images under various circumstances).

The verification method in [5] has recorded VA values of
99.66%, 98.65% and 97% for the PolyU2D, IITD and CASIA-BLU
databases, respectively. Originally, the Enhanced Local Line Binary
Pattern (ELLBP) has been applied as a feature extraction for the
length of (N=17) pixels in vertical and horizontal directions. It can
be observed that the VA values have been noticeably increased by
using the ELLBP feature extraction compared with the VA values
which have been reported by utilizing the LLBP feature extraction.
Incorporating the FTs of five fingers altogether for one subject in
this study caused increasing the architecture of the applied neural
network and this is the same problem in [6].

According to [4] a new feature extraction method termed the
MSALBP was proposed. Furthermore, an innovation classifier
named the FCFNN was approached. In the same publication, these
two approaches were used for two databases: the PolyU2D and
the CASIA-BLU. The VAs have been benchmarked for two cases
following [4]: exploiting the MSALBP with the PNN and employ-
ing the MSALBP with the FCFNN. After applying the first case,
the VAs have achieved 99.32% and 98% for the PolyU2D and
the CASIA-BLU databases, respectively. After applying the sec-
ond case, the VAs have obtained 99.77% and 98% for the same
two databases, respectively. The suggested MSALBP with the
PNN/FCFNN are significantly faster than other previous methods
as it will be explained in the time comparison subsection. The
main drawbacks in this work are that the MSALBP use fusions
between multiple operations, the proposed FCFNN has a very large
architecture, and only two databases were exploited.

The achieved DFTL results show surpassing and superior per-
formance compared with above aforementioned publications. The
results have been confirmed by using four types of databases. These
are the PolyU2D, IITD, CASIA-BLU and CASIA-WHT. It is clear
that our DFTL approach has recorded such interesting VA values
compared with the previous calculated VAs. To clarify, the per-
centages of the VA have attained 100% for both the PolyU2D
and CASIA-BLU databases. This can be considered as remarkable
outcomes in the case of personal verification based on the FTs.
Expectedly, the VA has achieved 98.65% for the IITD database as
this database includes challenging FT images. To illustrate, some
extracted FT images have been affected by the different hand pos-
tures and the existed finger rings [6]. Nevertheless, this is the best
VA benchmarked value for this database. Additional database which
has been employed in this paper is the CASIA-WHT database. The
VA of this database has also reported a valuable result of 98%. To
summarize, the proposed DFTL approach provides superior VA val-
ues over state-of-the-art work. Furthermore, the number of exploited
FT databases are more than what has been employed before and the
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Table 3 The obtained VAs by changing the convolution layer filter size of
the DFTL (50 epochs were determined in all trainings)

PolyU2D database

Filter size VA(%) Mini-batch Accuracy(%)
(From last iteration)

5× 5 91.53 83.59
7× 7 93.90 77.34
9× 9 98.31 92.97
11× 11 98.87 94.53
13× 13 99.66 99.22
15× 15 98.19 96.88
17× 17 97.97 97.66
19× 19 98.42 97.66

IITD database

Filter size VA(%) Mini-batch Accuracy(%)
(From last iteration)

5× 5 93.24 87.50
7× 7 93.24 93.75
9× 9 97.30 92.19
11× 11 97.97 98.44
13× 13 97.30 96.88
15× 15 98.65 97.66
17× 17 97.30 98.44
19× 19 95.95 100.00

CASIA-BLU database

Filter size VA(%) Mini-batch Accuracy(%)
(From last iteration)

5× 5 79 66.41
7× 7 74 55.47
9× 9 77 60.94
11× 11 93 83.59
13× 13 85 69.53
15× 15 95 85.16
17× 17 88 71.88
19× 19 91 71.88

CASIA-WHT Database

Filter size VA(%) Mini-batch Accuracy(%)
(From last iteration)

5× 5 84 63.28
7× 7 77 49.22
9× 9 81 62.50
11× 11 93 84.38
13× 13 95 80.47
15× 15 97 86.72
17× 17 91 82.81
19× 19 93 82.81

Table 4 The achieved VAs by tuning the number of filters in the DFTL
convolution layer (a filter size of 15 × 15 was determined in all trainings)

PolyU2D database

Filter size VA(%)

4 99.44
6 99.10
8 100
10 100

IITD database

Filter size VA(%)

4 97.97
6 97.97
8 98.65
10 98.65

CASIA-BLU database

Filter size VA(%)

4 93
6 97
8 96
10 100

CASIA-WHT Database

Filter size VA(%)

4 96
6 98
8 97
10 98

Table 5 Examining the pooling type of the DFTL pooling layer

Databases VAs(%) of Each Pooling Layer Type

Average Maximum

PolyU2D database 99.89 100

IITD database 98.65 98.65

CASIA-BLU database 95 100

CASIA-WHT database 97 98
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Table 6 The VAs of different human verification methods by using the FT biometric characteristic

Reference FT Recognition Process VA of Each Database

Feature Windowing Statistical Classifier PolyU2D IITD CASIA CASIA

Extraction (Pixels) Calculations -BLU -WHT

[8] IFE 5 × 5 COV PNN 98.53% — — —

[6] LLBP [31] 5 × 5 COV PNN 99.32% 97.97% 95% —

[5] ELLBP (N=17) 5 × 5 COV PNN 99.66% 98.65% 97% —

[4] MSALBP (P=8,R=2) 5 × 5 COV PNN 99.32% — 98% —

FCFNN 99.77% — 98% —

Our Approach DFTL 100% 98.65% 100% 98%

results have been improved by almost all the databases. This means
that the DFTL can be utilized for FT images under different circum-
stances. It seems that the embedded processes within the DFTL such
as the feature extraction, reduction operation and classification can
produce valuable FT analysis procedure. Moreover, the DFTL has
an acceptable architecture and it does not use any fusion operation.

Recognition Performances: Traditionally, the Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) and Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) curves
have widely been used to report the recognition performances. Two
main problems arise in depicting these curves here. Firstly, the out-
put values of the DFTL in the output layer, which is the classification
decision layer, are always logical (zeros and one) because this layer
uses the winner-takes-all rule. Secondly, a DFTL is considered as
a multi-class classifier, because it has more than one output class.
Therefore, generating the ROC and DET graphs from the DFTL are
not a straightforward task. To solve these problems a novel method
that has been proposed in [7] and exploited in [4] is adopted.

The key idea of this method is to extract the score values from
each single class of the DFTL. These values can be found in
the SoftMax layer, where the nodes of this layer hold the actual
output values. However, these values have been remapped or recal-
culated according to their relationships with the class targets. This
method seems more efficient than using the logical output values
from the classification decision layer. Hence, the ROC and the DET
parameters are collected for each single class, which are the False
Acceptance Rate (FAR); False Rejection Rate (FRR) and True Pos-
itive Rate (TPR). Each parameter was fused or combined to all
single classes by using the average operation. Afterwards, beneficial
demonstrated ROC and the DET curves have been produced. Figs. 6
and 7 show the ROC and the DET graphs.

Complexity: The complexity of the DFTL is concentrated in main
three layers: the convolution layer, pooling layer and fully connected
layer. The operations in the remaining layers have direct calcula-
tions. That is the operations in the ReLU, Softmax and classification
layers can be directly applied to their previous main layers according
to Equations (2), (5) and (6), respectively. This can further reduce the
complexity of the DFTL. Hence, the complexity of the convolution
and pooling layers are represented by O(IJK2F ), where I is the
first dimension of the FT input image J is the second dimension of
the FT input image, K ×K is the kernel size of each filter and F
is the number of filters. The complexity of the classification layer
of the DFTL is represented by O(NM), where N is the number of
input nodes (it is equal to the number of last generated feature maps

 

Fig. 6: The ROC curves of the DFTL for the different utilized
databases

 

Fig. 7: The DET curves of the DFTL for the various employed
databases

multiplied by the size of the feature map) and M is the number of
output nodes.
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Table 7 Time comparison table between different human verification methods based on the FT characteristic

Reference FT Recognition Process Times

Feature Windowing Statistical Classifier (sec. per person)

Extraction (Pixels) Calculations

[8] IFE 5 × 5 COV PNN 0.166

[6] LLBP [31] (N=13) 5 × 5 COV PNN 0.366

[5] ELLBP (N=17) 5 × 5 COV PNN 0.366

[4] MSALBP (P=8, R=2) 5 × 5 COV PNN 0.076

FCFNN 0.082

Our Approach DFTL 0.019

Additional Benefits: In addition to all of the discussed VA values, it
can be also noticed that the DFTL network reduces all the previous
operations of the feature extraction, windowing, statistical calcula-
tions and classifier. So, instead of using four operations, only one
DFTL network can be implemented for the verification. Moreover,
both the PNN and the FCFNN classifiers were used five FTs from
the five fingers. On the other hand, the DFTL processes small FT
image size at a time and any FT can confirm the verification claim.

Finally, the DFTL can be trained for a very large number of FT
images. Whilst, the PNN and the FCFNN classifiers are restricted
to the provided memory size. Essentially, the architecture of the
PNN classifier expands if the training samples increase [32] and the
architecture of the FCFNN classifier has the same attribute [4].

4.3 Verification Time Comparisons

The testing times of the individual verification based on the FT char-
acteristics were examined for all of the adopted methods. The time
comparisons were established on a desktop computer of the fol-
lowing specifications: 3.2 GHz, Intel Core i5 processor and 8 GB
RAM. All implementations were carried out by using the micro-
processor only. The computed times are given in Table 7 and they
are recorded in (second per person). From this table, it can be seen
that the human recognition was approximately taken 0.166 second
to complete the FT operations according to the verification method
in [8]. It can be also found that the time of the individual recogni-
tion was approximately equal to 0.366 second for the FT operations
as in [5]. Similarly, the time is recorded to around 0.366 second for
the FT processes as in [6]. The length of the LLBP here is selected
to be N=13 pixels. Because this length has quicker implementation
time than other utilized lengths [23] and this length was achieved
the most successful results according to [6]. Significant improve-
ments of verification times can be observed for the operations in [4].
This is due to the proposed MSALBP feature extraction method as it
was highlighted in the same publication that the MSALBP reported
a very quick execution time. Also, it can be investigated that utiliz-
ing the FCFNN classifier slightly obtains slower execution time than
using the PNN classifier. Finally, it is obvious that the DFTL has
recorded a remarkable time enhancement as its implementation time
was equal to around 0.019 second. Again, the suggested DFTL has
proved its capability as an effective and efficient human verification
method.

Finally, the proposed method is superior to other methods
because:

• The embedded feature extraction within the DFTL is very effec-
tive. Extracting the full FT features are basically co-operated by
three layers: convolution, ReLU and pooling.
• The time of human verification based on the DFTL is signifi-
cantly enhanced compared to the state-of-the-art approaches. This
is because that the previous approaches used multiple FT processes
and utilized large neural networks architectures.
• The deep learning technology can usually provide better perfor-
mances than using combinations between different processes such
as extracting features, windowing, applying computations and per-
forming matchings [6]. Principally, increasing the processing steps
may increase the drawbacks of the system, because each stage has
specific limitations and specifications [4]. So, using the FT charac-
teristic with the deep learning as a single package can surpassing
other complicated methods.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, an efficient individual verification method based on
a deep neural network termed the DFTL has been proposed. It has
superior performance than recent studies. Fundamentally, all of the
previous FT characteristic work had to apply multiple operations in
order to provide perceptible FT performance. So, in prior studies
complicated biometric systems were usually suggested. On the other
hand, the proposed DFTL has the following facilities:

� Due to the fact that the FT patterns are simple and reliable, the
suggested DFTL has a simple deep learning architecture.

� It reduces the number of biometric system recognition operations
such as the feature extraction, statistical calculations and classifier.

� It uses smaller memory size than other utilized neural networks
such as the PNN, if a big number of users participates.

� Furthermore, the DFTL can train and test a very large number of
FT images.

� It has reported the shortest testing time against other recent
methods.

We have examined the proposed DFTL by employing four
databases. These are the PolyU2D, IITD, CASIA-BLU and CASIA-
WHT where it obtained remarkable VA results of 100%, 98.65%,
100% and 98%, respectively.
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